HEAVY DUTY SECURITY
When security is paramount, our Heavy Duty Security Fence
ensures this. With it’s heavy duty structure, sharp flattened
crimped spearhead and the versatility of hinged and sliding
gates, this fence makes good security sense for any commercial
or industrial property or government applications.

MEDIUM DUTY SECURITY
Simple clean cut security describes our Medium Duty Security
Fence. With its clean cut lines and spearheads crimped to a
decorative but effective sharp point, scaling the fence is near to
impossible. Perfect for medium to high security applications such
as car yards or light industrial properties, this fence will fullfill your
needs perfectly.

LIGHT DUTY SECURITY
Security strength and cost effectiveness is the best you can get
when it comes to a fence and our Light Duty Security has it all.
This fence is perfect for those applications that won’t block the
view no matter what side of the fence you’re on. Great for car
yards, garden nurseries, domestic homes or light industrial
applications.

Broadhurst Lock

(optional extra)

The locking system is where security starts. The weaker the lock
the more accessible the entry. But with our Broadhurst Lock “NO
KEY - NO ENTRY”. With the internal padlock system , bolt cutters
are useless and nor will they cut through the 22mm solid steel
padbolt.
Now that’s SECURITY AT ITS BEST

SECURITY PLUS FIXING
With the increase of crime and the need to obtain a professional, attractive
business premises, a fence had to be developed to obtain a standard of
attractiveness with security performance. Our tubular security fence range
offers these 2 major points. Other fences have the look, but the down fall is the
way the panels are fixed. With the internal L-Bracket system, panels are secure
and safe from intruders unscrewing panels to gain access. Another benefit is
there are no exposed brackets, only a neat butt joint to the post with only one
screw being displayed.

AVAILABLE HEIGHTS 1200, 1500, 1800, 2100 & 2400MM

